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JMS Looking Ahead
Special Thanks

To our sterling customers
“In business you get what you want by giving other people what
they want.”
-Alice MacDougall
From this we can only assume that we are giving you, our
customers, what you want - at least some of the time - because
we are infinitely grateful for the loyal support we have received
throughout our transition phase. As appreciation we pledge to
continue to deliver and improve the service you want.
Never hesitate to let us know what that is.
From ALL OF US AT JMS...!!!
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What can be
expected in
the future?

Managing
Director
“One year on ... what have we achieved and how are we rebuilding Jardine Marine Services?”
Unfortunately the state of Jardine Marine Services was exceedingly vulnerable when it was taken over as a going concern one
year ago. This was due to the lack of basic business management practices including financial management, human resource
management as well as fleet management. On the positive side, loyal customers and dedicated staff made the brand something that was worth fighting for! It has not been an easy year, and though revenues are mostly stable there has not been any
real growth thus far. This being said, increasing revenues was not my main objective within the first year as the new owner.
Matters that needed to be prioritised with immediate effect would stabilise the managed environment of JMS, failing which
revenue growth would have meant nothing. Indeed it would in all likelihood have been impossible. These matters included:
Introducing effective business practices
•
Financial administration was brought completely in-house
•
Governance via relevant policies, processes and procedures
•
Operations Management was given an enormous amount of attention – many new procedures was
introduced
•
Staff required time and management to adapt to the new Management approach
Introducing technologies to improve business efficiencies
•
Tracking Units was installed in all our vehicles that enabled Internet monitoring of the vehicles
•
Pastal was implemented for Financial Management and Business reporting
•
Web site was setup as a first step toward moving to future online booking and creating a platform for future
CRM services

“JMS looking ahead”
We are looking to strengthen our core services in all areas of our business. It has taken us a year to get
our house in order. We have achieved that. We are looking to grow the business and always looking for
new ways to reduce the cost of running the business, that reduction ofcourse is beneficial to our customers and ourselves. The more we utilise the correct innovation available to our line of business the more
options we can create in providing you our customers with better services, and more importantly, to be
able to actually translate that into savings.
Our goals for 2012:
•
Develop innovative ways to further improve our service
•
Granting our customers access to our vehicle monitoring systems
•
Developing and implementing a user friendly Customer Relationship
Management system
•
Online Booking
•
Internet access in our vehicles using IPAD technology – service will be
available on request when bookings are made
•
Grow our business by increasing the number of Marine customers
•
Completely New: Our service will extend to guest housing services in 2012 toward the middle of
the year.
In 2012 JMS will be an eleven year old business, we hope and wish for many more years and to continuously service you in the special way we have been for the past few years.

Completely re-fleeting the business will take time but good progress has been made in this area, with a few brand
new vehicles procured
•
Fleet Management was implemented
•
Vehicle retention is three years
•
Vehicles requiring immediate attention was seen to
•
Vehicle servicing and maintenance is now conducted on time
New staff members have been hired in the following areas of the business
•
Finance
•
Fleet Management
•
Drivers
Marketing
•

•

The business has largely depended on word of mouth marketing and this has to this point worked well
for us, but we wanted to introduce subtle difference that would be noticeable without going in with a big
bang approach, some of the light changes was the redesigning of the logo, we needed a logo that looked
clean, easy on the eye and that represented who we are as a business. We also needed the logo to say some
thing about who we were servicing, our customers and our suppliers
We contracted SearchNetworx to assist with Online marketing through Google. This type of marketing has
not really helped our business and did not speak to the type of service we want to provide and see ourselves
providing. It was a complete mismatch. We will continue to find the right way to market our business, we
now know and understand who the audience is.

Having spent the past year working really hard to understand our business environment in greater depth, it places us in a
better position to find the right solutions or the right steps to develop the business further. We judge our current revenue
performance to be less than 50% our potential, the previous condition and state of the business only allowed us to perform at
that level.
If there’s a way to do it better...we will find it.
I am looking forward to rebuilding JMS and making it easier for us to reach more of that potential.
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About Our
Company

The
Fleet

“Who are we NOW”?

JMS currently has nine vehicles in the fleet
with an additional five to be delivered soon.

The face of the business has changed but the core remains stable. All previous JMS staff stayed on with
additional appointments being made. Through this our experience in providing transport services to
Marine companies has been strengthened. The many years of experience in the Marine Industry of the
existing staff members and the years of corporate experience gained with the new appointments has
given JMS the right mix of collective experience to enhance our service and approach
to customers. The business has transformed
itself to suite our corporate clientele. It has
become significantly easier for our customers to do business with us as the administration in the back office has been made simpler to accommodate one another’s needs.
Complaints are also dealt with more swiftly
and rectifications of those complaints are
resolved faster. The use of technology has
certainly aided us to become more 21st century and again these changes are necessary
to create synergy between ourselves and our
customers. An example is our extensive use
of tracking technology in our vehicles. The
use of technology within our business has
become widespread, enabling better
management of the business as well as future planning.
Our biggest asset continues to be our staff, who are friendly and sometimes understand our customers
travel requirements better than the person doing the booking! We will remain committed to the core service in our business that is providing transport related services to the marine industry and will always be
looking to improve on that. We consider ourselves to be the Transport provider of choice for the Marine
Industry due to our collective expertise and future aspirations.
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Client
Feedback

Managing
Operations
“In keeping a close eye”?

“I like the professionalism, reliability, and ease of doing business with JMS. The company has been servicing us for the
past 10 years and the service has improved significantly since last year. We are happy with the current transport
services and feel our Officers and crew are in safe hands” The JMS Team understand the maritime business and
respond quickly and positively to the constant changes and requirements. We would recommend JMS to any other
Marine companies looking for reliable transport providers...”
¬- Jacqui Linford, Maersk Line Crewing
Cape Town, South Africa

JMS has been servicing us for the past 6 years and the service has improved significantly since last year.
The service is consistent and we know that our staff and crew are in good hands

Moreover with our fleet and financial management more closely aligned we understand
that nothing in our business is isolated; that
everything we do… we do as a team. We cannot attribute a single part of our business as
the total service, the heart has no home to
beat without a body. Thus when you – our valued clients – request a service to be delivered,
YOU are in the care of a company that takes
where YOU want to be very seriously because
that is how the body is nourished. Hence we
transport you there with passion.

Managing operations is managing the
‘bolts and nuts’ and heart of our business.
It is absolutely critical for us to monitor and
keep a close eye on what is happening on
the ground. We have implemented the right
policies, we are making use of technology
and processing the information received
from various sources to ensure we deliver
the right service on time and safely. Our
years of experience and knowledge of the
Industry stands us in good stead and allows
us to deliver a service geared for the Marine
Industry.

’10 Years on, let us drive your business’
” We would recommend JMS to any other Marine companies looking for reliable transport providers...”
- Juliet Rhode, Safmarine - Cape Town, South Africa

“SMIT Amandla Marine has been a long term client of JMS, for getting our seafarers delivered to vessels and jobs to
various locations including Cape Town surrounds, Mossel Bay and even Port Nolloth. We are proud to be associated with
JMS as a long term partner in ensuring the efficient and safe transport of our personnel. “’

¬- Peet Reyneke, Smit Amandla Marine
Cape Town, South Africa

“JMS has been providing us with transport services over the past 4 years or so and the service is fantastic. They are
easy to deal with, very friendly and extremely efficient. The communication between us and the JMS team is probably
what sets them apart from the other transport providers, these guys are just simply very reliable and truly great to
work with. We would absolutely recommend JMS to any other Marine companies looking to work with one of the best
transport providers...”
Celeste Erwee, De Beers Marine
Cape Town, South Africa

Managing a transport business is no walk
in the park. That said, we take what we do
extremely seriously, with the implementation of proper governance within our business we were able to enforce rules in order
to create a pattern of optimal behaviour in
our drivers. The use of technology has made
our lives simpler and easier to report accurately who is doing what without looking
over anyone’s shoulder. This introduced a
paradigm shift in delivering our services to
our customers at a cost efficient manner.
In the past we did not have the necessary
information at our finger tips to be able to
implement the appropriate cost structures.
Sending vehicles for various trips was not
looked at in the sort of detail we do currently. We now understand the cost to us in
providing that service, we know each KM
travelled and are able to go back in time and
make sense of it all. The cost of our service is
not in the amount of time it takes to deliver
that service ... it is in the distance travelled.
We understand that better now.

Ismail Sauls
Senior Manager
JMS – “serving you since 2001”
Operations Telephone:
021 447 4296
Email address :
jms06@telkomsa.net
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The
Back Office

Building relationships
with public offices:

JMS attempts at enhancing communication
with the Transport Board in the Western Cape
“Thank you for your patience”?
We realised that the centralisation of invoicing
as well as running the entire business on Pastal
would introduce major challenges for ourselves
and our customers. We understood that this
would take some time to get through and that
eventually it would make it easier for us to manage accounts – billing and invoicing far more
efficiently than ever before. Applying proper
cost management functions and applying

sound financial management reporting on the
business allowed us to begin to understand how
to cost our services as well as remain priced well.
Applying sound financial policies and controls
enables us to manage our business better.
There’s a fine line to being priced well to allow us
to compete in the market place while maintaining profitability. In order so that we made sure
what its costing us to provide that service to our
customers. Please feel free to contact us should
you require a review of the amount of business
conducted with ourselves to help you ready
your reports for your supplier spend with JMS.
Jardine Marine Services falls in the category of
SMME (Small, medium and micro enterprises)
and has a Level 3 BEE rating, so preferential procurement spend with us is recognised at 110%.
Please do not hesitate to contact me on.
Office Telephone 021 447 9813
Email address jmsfinance@telkomsa.net

After a few months of struggle we were at the end bitterly disappointed at the lack of interest from the response we have
received from the Western Cape Transport Board. JMS requested to conduct an interview to ask the following questions to
the Transport Board so that you our customers could hear from them regarding what they planning on doing with respects
to the below questions.
1. What are their priorities for 2011?
No Response
2 .What are their short and medium term goals for the industry?
No Response
3. What has informed the priorities as well as short to medium term goals?
No Response
4. How would they describe a conducive working relationship between themselves and operators?
No Response
5. What are they doing from their side to bring this about and what do they think operators can do from their side?
No Response
We are not sure how any of the above questions would have implicated them to favouring JMS??? Go figure...!!! As you can
see there were no responses from the transport board other than to say “Dear Mr Tyer, The Transport Registrar’s concern is
that the Board (or more correctly, the PRE) must always be entirely neutral, and that granting an interview to a particular
operator is likely to be construed as favouritism.
”This message was sent to us by Hector Elliot (Head of Ministry, Transport and Public Works). Our response to Mr Elliot was
“Dear Mr Elliot. I would like to state that it is unsettling, the public entity that you represent, is not willing to engage with
JMS in an interview. It is not only very difficult to probe questions in the format you propose - questions delegated and then
responded to but that the Transport board is not able to manage such low level engagements does not instil confidence.
We are a small eleven year old black owned business trying to do our best and you are supposed to protect businesses like
ours and this country is in desperate need to ensure small companies like ours thrive and do well so that unemployment
can be addressed through the SMME. Yet, here we are, unable to even get to talk to you on a one on one, we are not asking
you to endorse our business practices, it is inconceivable to think that this would come across as favouritism if an article is
published in our newsletter that allows you to speak openly to our customers about the questions raised above. The format
and the article would have requested for your approval 1st before forwarding it on to our customers.
A major contributor to democracy is the ability of citizens to engage governing structures in the manner that they feel comfortable with and not the other way around.” We were then accused of the following with this response...” Dear Mr Tyer. You
paint a compelling picture of a distant unresponsive government refusing to engage or assist citizens and small businesses.”
Unfortunately the picture I painted to Mr Elliot, ‘of a distant unresponsive government refusing to engage or assist citizens
and small business’, is the picture I am observing. What does this mean, it means that this public office will likely not share
in the success that JMS will become as an active business partner. Notwithstanding the fact that JMS will continue to strive
for excellence in corporate governance by remaining compliant in every respect. Moreover JMS will continue to await a
response from the board that would further develop and shape a relationship which will inspire productivity.
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